Minorities favor enrollment plan

By NATASHA WILSON
Staff Reporter

Many minorities said Tuesday they approve of the University's plan to increase minority enrollment in the next four years through the formation of a $12 million endowment fund for minority financial aid.

"I have to applaud Father Malloy for his obvious commitment to the issue of minority concerns," said black senior Lisa Boykin.

"Administration, faculty and the students as well have to put a serious effort behind this for it to be successful," added Boykin.

The plan will increase the number of minority freshmen from the present 11 percent to 15 percent by 1992, announced University President Father Edward Malloy Monday.

Minority graduate enrollment, presently at five percent, will double.

Tickets available soon for Rockne stamp event

By SUSAN MARHEFKA
News Staff

Tickets for the upcoming "Stamp Issuing Event" will be available to Notre Dame students within a week, according to Student Body President Pat Cooke at Tuesday's Hall Presidents' Council meeting.

The event is being held on March 9 to commemorate the issuance of the Knute Rockne stamp. President Ronald Reagan will be the guest speaker at the ceremony, which will be held in the Joyce ACC at 12:30 p.m.

Cooke said student government wants to make the event accessible to students to encourage them to attend the ceremony. "It's for the students," he said.

Kathy Goggin, representative of Head Start, also spoke to the NPC about upcoming information carnivals sponsored by South Bend service organizations. The expos, which will be held March 24 and April 11, are designed to aid those in need and to show them that there are opportunities available to them.

According to the bylaws, a ticket consists of class president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer. Candidates which have previously submitted a partial ticket were required to declare a complete ticket last night.

OBUD announces election rules, dates to class office candidates

By JENNIFER GRONER
News Staff

A mandatory meeting for all students running for Notre Dame class offices was held last night at Theodore's to outline the official rules for potential candidates in the March 8 elections.

Jim Grace and John Wilson, co-directors of OBUD, explained the rules which are stated in the Bylaws of the Student Government Constitution.

According to the bylaws, a ticket consists of class president, vice president, secretary, and treasurer. Candidates which have previously submitted a partial ticket were required to declare a complete ticket last night.

Candiates are required to solicit a minimum of 100 signatures by noon Friday, Feb. 26 in order to be placed on the ballot. The signatures must be from students of the candidates' own class and written on official petition forms.

The candidates are encouraged to solicit more than the required number of signatures because cases have arisen where students signed bogus names to petitions. All signatures will be checked by election officials for validity, added Grace.

Dole, Gephardt victorious; Bush is far behind

Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS, Min. - Sen. Bob Dole scored an impressive victory in the South Dakota Republican primary Tuesday night and bid for a back-up win in Minnesota's presidential caucuses, with Vice President George Bush far behind in both states. Rep. Richard Gephardt won the South Dakota race on the Democratic side.

Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis, bidding for a victory outside his native New En gland, led in early returns in Minnesota's Democratic caucuses. He was running second to Gephardt in South Dakota.

Bush read the writing on the wall and put up little effort in both Midwestern states, focusing instead on the South. Dole, a loser last week in New Hampshire, said, "It's a lot more fun winning."

Gephardt and Dukakis both pronounced themselves well pleased.

"Tonight is a Gephardt night," crowed the Missouri congressman. "A few days ago we were behind in the polls. I think when you wake up in the morning you'll see it's a great victory."

Dukakis said he had run well "right in the back yard of both Gephardt and Sen. Paul Simon. "If we can continue to do consistently well as we did tonight, we're going to win this nomination for the presidency, " he said.

Simon was struggling to survive and mounted a vigorous effort in Minnesota, as did Republican also ran Rep. Jack Kemp.

Tuesday's voting gave the field of presidential hopefuls a chance to show electoral strength before the Southern festival of primaries and caucuses known as Super Tuesday. - March 8. And Dole, bouncing back from a drubbing...
Values abandoned to pursue American dream

John Mulheren was a very bright man, one of the best arbitrages on Wall Street. Last weekend Mulheren was stopped by the police as he was pulling his car out of his driveway. In the backseat was a gym bag with a camouflage outfit and a .223 caliber assault rifle. He intended to use it to kill Ivan Boesky and Boesky’s partner, Michael Davidoff. Both men had implicated him for “parking,” a stock operation that could result in a jail sentence for Mulheren.

Barry Minkow, the whiz-kid and darling of Wall Street, will be going to court soon, facing a host of charges. At age 21, he built a $211 million company that only existed on paper. Mulheren and Minkow were obviously pretty sharp characters to have amassed their wealth and reputations so soon in life. What the heck happened to these guys?

The easy answer, the trendy answer, is greed. Newsweek said we were all too greedy and greed is out now; so everything must be cheery again and we can all sleep well tonight. Back to the golf courses.

I find this to be extraordinarily naive. Men with real talent like Mulheren and Minkow don’t toss aside ethics without cause.

The most glaringly obvious cause is mediocrity. These men didn’t play by the rules because they didn’t see any reasonable way to achieve the American Dream by age 90. They wanted to enjoy success while they were young; thus slow, methodical success wasn’t on their agenda.

Like Boesky, Colonel North and society’s other arch-villains, they saw the crowds of people starting in frustration at the mountain of red tape that stood between them and their dreams—and decided there had to be a better way to get there.

Our country’s system of incentives is shot, and I think deep down most of us know it. We cheer for a blantant criminal, because he did what 538 bureaucrats in Congress couldn’t—deal with a problem. People across the country weren’t cheering him; they were protesting the lackluster, socialist society our technocrats and overzealous civil libertarians are creating for us.

Mulheren and Minkow are symbols that show we’re in the fourth quarter as a nation. Our allies look at our foreign policy, or lack thereof, with bewilderment. We are a nation with a secretary of state, backroom deals, and lackluster, socialist society our technocrats and overseas civil libertarians are creating for us.

Mulheren and Minkows are symbols that show we’re in the fourth quarter as a nation. Our allies look at our foreign policy, or lack thereof, with bewilderment. We are a nation with a secretary of state, backroom deals, and lackluster, socialist society our technocrats and overseas civil libertarians are creating for us.
Company to pay for Love Canal cleanup

Associated Press

NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y. - A federal judge ruled Tuesday that Occidental Chemical Corp. is liable for the cost, estimated at more than $250 million, of cleaning up the Love Canal landfill that became synonymous with environmental disaster.

After nine years of deliberations, U.S. District Judge John Curtin said Occidental produced the wastes that created the disaster and stored them in a way that would eventually result in toxic leakage.

"It is beyond dispute that OCC's disposal practices were at least partially responsible for the release, or threatened release, of the chemicals from the Love Canal landfill," Curtin said.

Curtin said Occidental's liability would be determined in further court proceedings involving claims against Occidental by other parties, including the state of New York and some residents. Previous estimates have ranged above $250 million.

Occidental spokesman James Green said the company was disappointed by the ruling and would not comment on its plans until its attorneys had a chance to study Curtin's 36-page decision.

"At last somebody has been assigned some responsibility," said Sister Marjeen Hoffmann, director of the Ecumenical Task Force which has been an advocate for people in the Love Canal neighborhood.

"This is what we've been waiting for," she said.

Toughening up

Junior George Molinsky trains in the Joyce ACC for the upcoming Bengal Bouts. The Bengal Bouts start on Sunday, Feb. 28 and continue on Wednesday, March 2 and on Friday, March 4.

Rules continued from page 1

Rules posted outside the OBUD office on Sunday and published in the Observer, said Grace. The candidates will be allowed to campaign from midnight on Tuesday, March 1 until midnight the following Monday, March 7. Elections will be held the following day, he said.

Candidates must receive 50 percent of the votes cast plus one vote in order to win, said Grace. If no ticket achieves the required total on the first ballot, a run-off election will be held, he added.

According to the Bylaws, all candidates' tickets will be allowed a $75 campaign limit. The OBUD Election Committee must be presented with receipts for all election materials prior to their use.

Failure to disclose the cost of any election materials can result in forfeiture of candidacy, said Grace.
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"majority community realizes that the University isn't enacting some kind of quota system and lowering the standards to increase minority enrollment."

"That sort of thing would perpetuate stereotypes about us," said Boykin.

Jesus Ramos, a Hispanic sophomore, who also expressed concern about altering requirements, said, "minorities should not be treated differently in regards to academics."

The admissions office, Durans contends, has been trying to increase minority enrollment for the past few years.

The admissions office expects about 100 minority high school seniors to participate in the Notre Dame chapter of the NAACP.

"During the last four weeks minority concerns have been on everybody's mind," Tillman said. "People are realizing that change is coming and it's best for Notre Dame."

He said he hopes the proposed "Year of Cultural Diversity" will stimulate concern on a campus-wide basis next year. This event, beginning in the fall, will include pastoral, academic and social programs aimed at raising the consciousness of students to minority needs.

"We know about our culture and history. We're trying to share it with the rest of the students," Bell said.

Since it's Black History Month, it's a good time to begin establishing a improved situation for blacks and in a broader sense, minorities in general," said Dennis Tillman, chairman of press and publicity for the Notre Dame chapter of the NAACP.

"During the last four weeks minority concerns have been on everybody's mind," Tillman said. "People are realizing that change is coming and it's best for Notre Dame."

"If that's as bad as it gets, we're in trouble," Tillman said. "We know about our culture and history. We're trying to share it with the rest of the students," Bell said.

Correction

A candidate for Saint Mary's student body vice president for academic affairs and college relations was incorrectly identified in Tuesday's Observer. Kelly Connery is running for this position.

Security Beat

FEBRUARY 21
6:09 p.m. A Travullle, N.J. resident reported the loss of her gold bracelet from the South Quad area sometime between 9 p.m. Friday, Feb. 19, and 3 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 20.

8:18 p.m. Security received a report of the theft of electronic equipment from O'Bannon Hall sometime after 10 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 20.

FEBRUARY 22
1:45 p.m. Three Notre Dame students reported that their cars were broken into while parked in the DJ lot. The side windows on the vehicles were smashed out, and one stereo was taken. Damage estimates are unknown.

9:23 a.m. A University employee reported the theft of a clock radio from O'Shaughnessy Hall. His loss is estimated at $50.

8:40 p.m. A Pennsylvania resident was issued a citation by Notre Dame Security for traveling 54 mph in a posted 35 mph zone on Ivy Road.

9:05 p.m. A Michigan resident was issued a citation by Notre Dame Security for traveling 57 mph in a posted 35 mph zone on E seemed Road.

FEBRUARY 23
1:52 p.m. Notre Dame Security responded to the North Dining Hall connection site where a worker had fallen and was injured. The worker was taken by ambulance to St. Joseph Medical Center for treatment.

2:35 p.m. A South Bend resident reported the theft of her cell phone and glasses from the Alumni Senior Center sometime between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. Her loss is estimated at $175.

Marshmallow roasters at Calgary shouldn't get burned says sponsor

Associated Press

LIGONIER, Ind. - Workers at the Winter Olympics shouldn't get burned for roasting marshmallows over the Olympic flame, the president of the nation's second-largest marshmallow maker said Tuesday. "If that's as bad as it gets, we're in trouble," Tillman said. "We know about our culture and history. We're trying to share it with the rest of the students," Bell said.

He explained that he felt his job would be easier with the support of the University president, administration and financial aid office to increase minority enrollment. The endowment "makes the packages we have for students a lot more competitive," Rodgers said.

In the past insubstantial financial aid hindered recruitment of minorities, Durgans said.

The University "should increase the population of minorities" and then keep them here with funding," Rodgers said. "I just wish (the endowment) had been offered when I was a freshman," said black senior Aneka Bell.
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The company, founded by Kidd's great-grandfather, Albert Kidd, markets under its own name and under about 70 other brand names in the United States and Canada, he said. The company ships six semi-truckloads of marshmallows daily and is second only to Kraft in total production, he said.

Kidd recently became an Olympic sponsor, a licensing arrangement that brings money to the U.S. Olympic effort and will allow Kidd to use the Olympic logo on a new line of larger marshmallows.
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### Primaries continued from page 1

At Bush's hands last week in New Hampshire, was making the most of it in his Midwestern home ground.

In returns from 89 percent of South Dakota's 1,151 precincts, Dole had 23,189 or 56 percent of the vote compared to 12,546 or 19 percent for former television evangelist Pat Robertson and 11,943 or 18 percent for Bush. Rep. Jack Kemp trailed with 5 percent.

In Minnesota, results from 80 percent of the precincts reporting gave 1,194 or 15 percent for Dole, 36 percent for Gephardt, 15 percent for Robertson, 15 percent for Kemp and with 8 percent tied for the Democratic race.

The Democratic caucus procedures were tricky in all locations. In the early returns. With just 4 percent of the precincts reporting, Dukakis had 36 percent of the vote. Simon had 17 percent and Jackson, did 5 percent. With Gephardt trailing at 8 percent and Hart, left at 1 percent.

### Drinking water at ND/SMC is safe according to tests

By GREG LUCAS

Although questions have been raised of the safety of certain drinking fountains and water coolers though to have high lead concentrations, the drinking water at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is safe according to routine E.P.A. tests.

According to a recent article in The Wall Street Journal, three of the four of the largest manufacturers of water coolers informed a House sub-committee that they have produced models that have at least one lead-soldered joint that contacts drinking water. One of these companies, Hal­ley Taylor water fountains. He added, however, that it is difficult to determine the exact number and location because the hired contractor generally decides which brand water cooler is to be used in a building.

It is evident that the problem of lead-based solder is not a new one. Dave Von Huben, director of the drinking water division of the Environmental Protection Agency's regional office in Chicago, said that lead-based solder is very common and not a problem specific to water fountains.

Von Huben said that it was unlikely that the use of lead-based solder could account for dangerously high levels of lead in the drinking water. He added that lead is also prevalent in car exhaust, paint and food. “Almost everyone in America has copper pipes with lead solder,” said Von Huben.

According to Von Huben, a law banning the use of lead-based solder in plumbing used for drinking water was passed a decade ago, however, the states were given 18 months before they began enforcing it. According to Von Huben, the E.P.A. sends a representative biannually to do a detailed water analysis from various samples around campus. The agency checks for a number of things including lead concentration and has never been a problem with that, DeLee said. “We never see results unless there is a problem,” said DeLee.

Lowel Barber, assistant con­troller for plant operations at Saint Mary's, also said that he was aware of no specific prob­lems with lead concentrations in drinking water. Barber said the water on the Saint Mary's campus was tested for volatile organic compounds in 1987, but he was uncertain if lead con­centrations had been tested.

“The agency checks for a number of things including lead fittings in water coolers could create a health problem in a person,” Barber said. Von Huben said that the most serious health risk would come from units over 40 years old that may have copper tanks completely lined with lead. According to Von Huben, children and young adults are the most suscepti­ble to lead in the water. He said this may cause altered neural development and kidney troubles. Lead also poses a risk for pregnant women and causes hypertension in middle-aged men.
Capitol Hill veteran, Ball named secretary of Navy

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan on Tuesday picked a veteran Capitol Hill insider, William Ball III, to step into a simmering dispute over Pentagon budget cuts as his new secretary of the Navy.

The White House said the president will nominate Ball, a former Capitol Hill aide who has been chief lobbyist for both the State Department and the White House, to succeed James Webb, who resigned as Navy secretary on Monday with a blast at Secretary of Defense Frank Carlucci.

"We look to Will Ball to continue working aggressively for a strong U.S. Navy," White House spokesman Martin Fizwater said, noting Webb's charge that Carlucci had needlessly expanded the administration's goal of a 600-ship fleet.

Fizwater said the administration still seeks a 600-ship Navy, but now expects that the goal will be reached in fiscal year 1992, more than two years after Reagan leaves office, rather than in fiscal 1989 as originally planned.

Ball, 40, a soft-spoken Southerner who came to Washington as an aide to former Sen. Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., has a reputation for skill at the behind-the-scenes compromises and maneuvers needed to steer legislation through Congress.

Webb, on the other hand, was more noted for outspoken advocacy of such controversial positions as his criticism of the service academies' admission of women and his ruling that the Navy would no longer accommodate officers who want to play professional sports.

REQUIEM FOR A LITURGIST
Endgame Dissent at Notre Dame

ON August 31, 1987 the head of Notre Dame's liturgy program was discovered in the basement of his home in South Bend slumped against a sofa. He had been shot through the heart with a .357 magnum. Near the body police found whips, handcuffs, a number of weapons, including two automatic pistols, and several articles of leather clothing of the type worn by those into motorcycles and/or sadomasochism. The head of the liturgy program also left a note requesting that he be given no form of Christian burial.

So begins a story that is now sending shock waves throughout the Catholic Church in this country. Have you ever wondered why the Church is in such a mess? Have you ever wondered why the Mass has become a political football? Have you ever wondered where your local liturgy commission gets its crazy ideas? Have you ever wondered where dissent comes from and where it leads?

"Requiem for a Liturgist" is not just the story of one influential man's death. It is a cogent account of the entire trajectory of dissent — where it comes from and where it leads — and the effect of dissent on the liturgy and the Church.

"Requiem for a Liturgist" is typical of the no-nonsense reporting you get month after month in Fidelity. Subscribe now and I'll send you a copy free.
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Co-ed experiment a viable option

Dear Editor:

I couldn't agree more with the conclusions of Tom Varnum in his article "Co-ed Housing Works in London." After comparing notes with my friends at other universities and spending time at some of these colleges, I have decided that Notre Dame is deficient in its handling of male-female relations. By segregating the sexes, it is depriving students of opportunities to interact with members of the opposite sex in a casual, open, day-to-day manner. Men and women are encouraged to view each other as potential SYR dates or "scopes" rather than as people who have feelings and ideas. Some of the most precious friendships are those between members of the opposite sex. Unfortunately, the development of such meaningful and meaningful relationships is hampered in an environment reminiscent of junior-high days. This problem is especially acute at Notre Dame because of the structure of residence life (the emphasis on the dorm as a permanent, central focus of activity) and the lack of social alterna
tives such as frat houses or typical college house hangouts. While neither of these is bad in itself—this residence system is very advantageous—these factors combine with misconceptions about male-female relations to form a communication barrier between the sexes.

I am aware that there are many vi
able arguments against coed housing, which is why I am in favor of a limited "pilot project" in which the University agrees to give students the option of coed housing. If enough students are willing to participate, perhaps the two dorms could be made coed and then monitored. If response is good, perhaps more dorms could be made coed—but always the option of single-sex housing should remain. The coed dorms should be single-sex by floor, with parietals in effect on a floor visitation basis. That way, residents can experience the multiple advantages of coed housing while still retaining the privacy and camaraderie of single-sex living.

Tradition is, of course, an issue that cannot be ignored in this debate. Many of the halls have strong single-sex traditions, and the disruption of these and other traditions is a very touchy subject. However, because many or most halls would remain as they are, much tradition would be maintained (it is also quite possible to begin or continue strong traditions in coed dormitories).

But it is also important to realize that tradition and of itself is not always a good reason for refusing to change. The advantages of and needs for certain changes may sometimes be compelling enough to justify some breaks with tradition.

Coed housing is an option that should definitely be presented to interested stu
dents on this campus. If enough people show an interest, maybe the ideas of people like Tom Varnum can become reality.

Julie Scharenberg

Lewis Hall
February 19, 1988

Quote of the Day

"There is nothing that wastes the body like worry, and one who has any faith in God should be ashamed to worry about anything whatsoever."

Mahatma Gandhi
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Two people. One, more than a little childish and carefree; a genius besides. The other, serious, stately, achievement-oriented, yet far from genius status. But above all jealous... deathly jealous. Because he does not possess the brilliancy of the other, he wants revenge.

Who are these people? They are the musicians Mozart and Salieri, whose situations will come to life March 2-6 at the showing of "Amadeus" in Washington Hall.

Professor Frederic Syburg, director of the play, expands on the characters of Mozart and Salieri. "Mozart was a real genius. He wrote music far superior to that of Salieri, although he was immature. "Salieri was a skilled courtier, and court life suited him well. He was composer at the Court of the Emperor in Vienna and a very famous musician in Europe. However, he was no genius.

In "Amadeus," friction occurs between these two characters as Salieri grows increasingly jealous of Mozart's talents. As a young man, Salieri makes a bargain with God that he will pursue virtue if God will make him a composer. Because of his success in court life, he believes that God has agreed to the pact. However, once he sees Mozart's immense talent coupled with an obvious lack of virtue, he feels that God has betrayed him. He therefore vows to challenge God by taking revenge upon Mozart. According to Professor Syburg, the integration of two components helps the entire play to coalesce. First is its matter of concept, which serves as a spine for the play, and second is its rehearsal process. The play's concept involves study of the script, which reveals its unusual form and its handling of time. "First of all," Professor Syburg states, "is the play's somewhat unconventional form. It is a narrative, rather than a drama. Salieri, the narrator, is always on stage, and all actions are filtered through his conscience. He guides our responses."

Second, the scenes in the play are not chronological. Beginning in 1823, just before Salieri's death, the play flashes back to 1790, then progresses to 1823. The span of Salieri's life encompasses a number of great changes in the world, such as the American and French Revolutions. Professor Syburg comments, "In the literary world at this time, two great characters are presented: Figaro and Faust. Mozart, like Figaro, sees the world as solid and unchanging. As in the words of Alexander Pope, 'Whatever is, is right.' He does not question or deny, Salieri, on the other hand, like Faust, will change the world if it doesn't work and will turn away from God if he has to."

Changes in music accompanied these historical and literary situations. The baroque period of Bach and Handel gave way to the romantic period of Beethoven and Schubert. Salieri, witnessing these changes, adapted his musical style from one mode to the other. "Salieri was never more than derivative. He followed the musical fashion of the people around him. His music changed as he assimilated the qualities of his contemporaries' styles," said Professor Syburg. "We often seem to forget the overlapping of musicians. For instance, Beethoven was a pupil of Salieri."

While there may be some historical evidence that Mozart was, in real life, similar to his portrayed character, there is no evidence of the truthfulness of Salieri's portrayed character. It is not known whether Salieri was actually jealous of Mozart. There were only rumors simmering from the supposed last words of each. Mozart is said to have died with the words "Salieri poisoned me!" on his lips. Salieri, in turn, is said to have died saying, "I'm responsible for the death of Mozart."

The first literary attempt building on this rumor is a poem by Alexander Pushkin titled "Mozart and Salieri." From this poem Peter Shaffer wrote his play "Amadeus." Although the play does contain a strong theme of revenge which could be tied to reality, Professor Syburg believes that the true focus should be Salieri himself as a character in a play, not a historical figure. The rehearsal process, the second component helping the play to coalesce, has many facets. These include the application of the concept to rehearsals and dealing with the creative tension that develops between actors and a production as a whole. Plans in production and design were made as early as November, while the cast was chosen during the first week of this semester. "Amadeus" is part of the Subscription Series, which also included "Death of a Salesman" in the fall and two productions at St. Mary's, "Thursday's Child" and "The Glass Menagerie." "Amadeus" contains 24 cast members, including Jack Blakey as Salieri, Brian Loefler as Mozart and R. Lynn Berry as Constanze. The production will run Wednesday through Saturday, March 2-5 at 8:10 p.m. and Sunday, March 6 at 3:10 p.m. Main floor seats are $6; balcony seats cost $5; student and senior citizen tickets cost $4. Tickets are available at the Washington Hall ticket office from 12-6 weekdays, and at the door.
production prepares for its debut

Volunteer crew works on an elaborate set

MATT HYLAND
assistant writer

When the playbills for "Amadeus" are handed out next Wednesday night, several names crucial to the production will not be there. The crew, the students who have volunteered an average of ten hours a week since the beginning of the semester, will remain unmentioned.

Their assignment as scenographers has been to do whatever has to be done and to stay on schedule. According to Ann Tankersley, actress and scenographer, "Amadeus" has the most elaborate set Notre Dame Communication and Theatre has ever constructed. Details are the most important part of the scenery. They are painstakingly created to produce the plausible setting required for "Amadeus:" scrollwork on the piano, Corinthian capitals, upholstery on stools and chairs, the balustrade on the opera balcony and wicker backing on the wheelchair, to name only a few.

"Good work won't be noticed, but do it badly, and people will notice," says Margaret Brenick. She worked on the opera balcony that is part of the permanent set. Each volunteer student helps on all of the props. "You learn how to solve problems and figure things out," says Christine Wallmeyer, also a volunteer. "It's hard work because it has to be done right," she adds.

Do you know who made the sign for "Amadeus" that hangs outside of Washington Mall? Do you know who put about thirty hours into its construction? "It's my brainchild," says Lisa Schiffgens. "This kind of work is not a chore," she adds. She, along with the rest of the crew, worked on the wheelchair.

The wheelchair which is sturdy and functional required more than average time and labor for a prop that will be on stage only briefly. "That's a lot of work for two minutes," says volunteer Mike Evans. R. J. Haggerty explains that it is exciting and satisfying to look up at a prop on the stage and say, "I built that."

Even after the set construction is completed, many of the volunteers will work on the running crew. They have had to be at each rehearsal this week, every night from 7-11 p.m. Curtain movements must be perfectly timed. As Brenick says, people will only notice when something goes wrong. Total concentration is mandatory throughout the entire production.

All of the volunteers agree that the work is fun as well as hard. They have found ways to participate in a theatrical production other than acting. "We're hanging out, and we're involved," says Schiffgens.

"It's a constructive waste of time," says Brenick.
NOTICES

WANTED: 2 TIX FOR VAN GOGH GALLERY FROM 6PM TO 1AM ON FEBRUARY 25, WEDNESDAY. CALL 287-3428.

PERSONALS

WANTED: 2 MARQUETTE G. CALL MARY 226-5753.

TICKETS

WE'RE MIGHTY HUNGRY FOR LIONS FOOTBALL!!

FURNITURE HOUSE SALES PERSON NEXT YEAR 208-393-6044.

A BEDROOM HAS NO FURNITURE! NEXT WEEK FREE!

OTHERS AVAILABLE

SWEET SUGAR HINTS
2 nameless nuns, N.D. Ave., 206-2906 evenings.

WANTED

NAME LEE 

and ask for Bill, Dave, or Matt. " THE BEAST".

WANTED, after 4 years, here it is! By the way, would you like to trade Vanderbilt Student for Quanette Tix. Willing to buy or trade for.

WANTED: RIDE TO THE GULF COAST. WILL PAY.

WANTED: I NEED 2 OR 4 VANDY G'S. PLEASE CALL NANCY 4138.

WANTED: I'M FREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZING WITHOUT MY WINTER COAT. IT'S A GRAY NORTHFACE WITH PINK HIPPY HIPPIE HIPPIE DESIGN ON THE INSIDE. TELL ME YOUR NAME AND NUMBER.

WANTED: brown leather gloves I left in 120 O'Shag on N. St. The stereo and radio are gone. It is located off of St. Ed's Hall. Open 7 days a week.

LOST/WON/FOUND

FOUND: MONEY ON NORTH QUAD. Late afternoon, Feb. 16. If you have it, please call 237-1949. Thank you.

FOUND: RACQUETBALL RACKET belonging to Buddy, from the Grotto to the Ad. Building. Must sell: ticket to Tucson!! If you want to buy, please call Jon at X 3125 or X 3127.

LAST CHANCE FOR SPRING BREAK '88!

THE EXPERIENCE OF A LIFETIME A trip to the former Soviet Union under the leadership of Dr. John T. McGovern. March 15-19.\

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

MISK WANTED FOR 2 weeks now, high grade, no scratches, $300 per week until February 25th. If you would like to spend your summer in Michigan, 480, 6625, or call 1035-9345 tonight for more information.
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WANTED: TINY RAMPS NEW OR USED.

WANTED: A NIGHT OUT? I WANT YOU.

WANTED: A SPEEDY MECHANIC!!

SPECIAL PRICE.

MISLOST

MISSING: ME.

YOU ST. JUDE!! -JMS

IF YOU CAN HELP.

AID IN MY URGENT PETITION. THANK

OF ALL WHO INVOKE YOUR AIDE IN

March 15. Enjoy Russia and Scandinavia

Deadline for applications to the Russia-

TO THE GULF COAST. WILL PAY.

BOBBY 3B8-0955.

FURNISHED HOUSE SAFE NEIGHBORHOOD NEXT YEAR 208-393-6044.
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FOUR FACULTY HUSBANDS COVER IN THE MORNS, CALL 226-5753.

REWARD FOR LOST GOLD HEART RING. Turn in on TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, and A GOLD HEART SHAPED ATTACHED TO A TUSH WITH A TALLMERELY SENTIMENTAL VALUE TO A PROFESSIONAL JEWELER. IF FOUND, PLEASE CALL 384-4178.
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MISLOST

MISSING: ME.

YOU ST. JUDE!! -JMS
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TICKETS, WANTED: 2 TIX FOR VAN GOGH GALLERY FROM 6PM TO 1AM ON FEBRUARY 25, WEDNESDAY. CALL 287-3428.

REOLOGY FOR EVERYONE!!

SWEET SUGAR HINTS
2 nameless nuns, N.D. Ave., 206-2906 evenings.

WANTED

NAME LEE

and ask for Bill, Dave, or Matt. " THE BEAST".

WANTED: RIDE TO THE GULF COAST. WILL PAY.

WANTED: I NEED 2 OR 4 VANDY G'S. PLEASE CALL NANCY 4138.

WANTED: I'M FREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEZING WITHOUT MY WINTER COAT. IT'S A GRAY NORTHFACE WITH PINK HIPPY HIPPIE HIPPIE DESIGN ON THE INSIDE. TELL ME YOUR NAME AND NUMBER.

WANTED: brown leather gloves I left in 120 O'Shag on N. St. The stereo and radio are gone. It is located off of St. Ed's Hall. Open 7 days a week.
**Sports Wednesday**

**Sports Calendar**

- **Today**
  - Men's Tennis vs. PURDUE

- **Thursday**
  - Baseball at Duke
  - Women's Tennis vs. COLORADO
  - Women's Basketball at Valparaiso

- **Friday**
  - Basketball at DePaul
  - Women's Swimming at Wake Forest
  - Baseball at Duke (2)
  - Women's Swimming at Marquette
  - Women's Wrestling at Wake Forest

**Saturday**

- Men's Basketball at VANDERBILT
- Women's Basketball at Valparaiso
- Hockey at Lake Forest
- Baseball at Duke (2)
- Baseball at Duke (3)
- Men's Tennis vs. CINCINNATI and VITATIONAL
- Women's Basketball vs. DEPAUL
- Women's Wrestling at Marquette
- Women's Basketball at Wake Forest
- Women's Swimming at Indiana
- Wrestling at Central Michigan
- Women's Basketball at Illinois
- Women's Wrestling at Marquette
- Women's Swimming at Wake Forest

**Sunday**

- Bengali Bouts
- Women's Basketball at DePaul
- Women's Tennis at Ohio State
- Women's Basketball at Miami (Ohio)
- Women's Swimming at Indiana

**Sports Scoreboard**

**Basketball**
- Notre Dame 59, Dayton 47
- Notre Dame 66, Crevon 54
- Notre Dame 87, Cleveland State 69
- Notre Dame 71, Marquette 69

**Wrestling**
- Central Michigan 27, Notre Dame 12

**Swimming**
- Women's Swimming: Notre Dame vs. McC Championship

**Fencing**
- Notre Dame 24, Purdue 3

**Women's Interhall Basketball**

**AP Top Twenty**

**Women's Interhall Basketball**

**AP Top Twenty**

**Sports Lists**

**Final Women's IH Basketball Standings**

**W L T**
- Walsh 23-23 46-0-0 683-1278 .534
- Pasquerilla East 23-23 46-0-0 683-1278 .534
- Pasquerilla West 23-23 46-0-0 683-1278 .534
- Wisconsin 8, Notre Dame 1
- Miami (Ohio) 6, Notre Dame 3
- Central Michigan 27, Notre Dame 12
- Michigan-Dearborn 6, Notre Dame 4
- Iowa 7, Notre Dame 2
- Notre Dame wins MCC conference championship

**When the U.S. Won Only One Gold Medal**

1924 Charles Jewtraw, 500m Speed Skating
1936 Ivan Brown & Alan Washburn, 2-Man Bobsled
1964 Terry McDermott, 500m Speed Skating
1988 Peggy Fleming, Figure Skating

*1924-1984 Winter Games; U.S. has never been shut out

Source: The Sporting News

**Womens Top 20**

**NHL Standings**

**Women's Basketball**

**Playoff Brackets**

**Women's Interhall Basketball**

**Interhall Hockey**

**Women's Figure Skating**

**Women's Giant Slalom**

**Nordic Combination Team 3x10**

**Winter Olympics**

Today's Events

Nordic Competition Team 3x10
Women's Giant Slalom
Women's Figure Skating
Short Track
Hockey

ABC Coverage

8:30 to 11:00 p.m., 11:30 to Midnight

**The Observer is always looking for talent. If you have any, come to our offices and start working on your newspaper.**

**CALL NOW!**

- Group Charter Tours & Tours
- Club Tables & Kosher
- Breakdowns & Tape Players

**CARDINAL CHARTERS & TOURS**

287-8677

401 E. Coffee Suite 212 - South Bend, IN 46617

**WAKE UP FUGES**

It's your birthday! Happy 19th! Love, Vern, Carey, Kim, & Anne
Wrigley may be lit this year

Associated Press

CHICAGO - A City Council committee on Tuesday approved an ordinance drawn up by Mayor Eugene Sawyer's staff that would allow the Chicago Cubs to play night baseball at Wrigley Field this season.

Opponents of night games at the North Side field, the only major league stadium without lights for night baseball, were quick to attack the proposal of ordinance as a betrayal of community interests.

"It's just what the city would pass if it doesn't want to commit to anything," said anti-lights activist Mike Quigley. "It contains no specific measures for limiting impact on the neighborhood. It mentions no dollars for creating new parking spaces or cleanup services."

Malone still a Steeler, for now

Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Steelers tried to deal-trade what would become Mark Malone to the Indianapolis Colts but backed away from demands that they include receiver Louis Lipps, according to published reports.

The Fort Wayne News-Sentinel said the Colts first offered Malone to the Steelers' proposal to swap Malone for Jack Trudea

News-Sentinel and the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported that the Steelers said no when Malone was included.

The News-Sentinel and the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette reported that the Steelers said no when Malone was included.

Neither team would confirm passing the proposal on a vote of 7-2, but four aldermen on the committee did not vote.

The ordinance was to go before the full city council on Wednesday, but Quigley said he did not know if a vote was likely before Thursday.

The proposal by the mayor's office was less stringent than one offered earlier by Alderman Bobby Rush, which would have imposed an 11 p.m. curfew for night games at Wrigley Field and required the Cubs management to provide additional off-street parking near the ballpark.

Sawyer's proposed ordinance dispensed with the curfew. It would allow eight night games during the regular 1989 National League baseball season and 18 during the 1989 season.

"Since the ordinance contains no appropriations language, its provisions are basically unenforceable," said Quigley, a member of Citizens United for Baseball in the Sunshine (CUBS). "It's a living, breathing, walking skeleton."

The ordinance's committee sponsor, Alderman Marylnne Carter, however, defended what she called its "bare-bones" approach because it allows for remedies to be developed as the need arises.

Quigley and another CUBS leader, Paul Kendall, also said the ordinance approved by the committee Tuesday would permit beer sales at Wrigley Field to continue through the seventh inning of night games, or 9:30 p.m. later than they and other neighborhood residents have recommended.

Interhall continued from page 16 team played well, but Ray stood above the rest." The Studs ensured their victory with outstanding free throw shooting at the end of the game. Perez believes that his team has a legitimate shot at the crown if it can shed their "D r. Jekyll and M r. Hyde image."

Ray completed his season by passing the 2,000 yards in three Rivers Stadium. He threw 11 interceptions and only one touchdown in his last seven games, frequently drawing boos from spectators in Three Rivers Stadium. He passed for only six touchdowns all season.

The Observer

The independent student newspaper serving Notre Dame and Saint Mary's is accepting applications for the following position:

ASSISTANT PRODUCTION MANAGER

For further information contact Bernadette Shills/Melissa Warrnek at The Observer (239-5303)

The Observer / John Studebaker

Gary Snee of Stanford A2 drives in for a layup during Interhall action earlier this year. Bob Mitchell looks at the men's playoff situation on the back page.

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24

12:00 p.m. Conversation with PETER MICHAELSON

Library Lounge

8:00 p.m. JOHN ENGELS reading

Library Auditorium

Reception following in Library Lounge

All events are free of charge and everyone is welcome.

Sponsored by Student Union Board
Brian Kalbas, the number-one player on the Notre Dame men's tennis team, prepares to serve. Kalbas leads the 5-3 Irish against Purdue this week. Kalbas is playing at a level only known to the best in college tennis. Probably one of the most pleasant surprises has been the contribution made by Dan Walsh is becoming an exceptional motivator, and number-one singles player Brian Kalbas is playing at a level known only to the best in college tennis. Probably one of the most pleasant surprises has been the contribution made by Kalbas, led by Ryan Wenger.

When first-year head coach Bob Bayliss came to Notre Dame, he knew he had a solid squad of returning players. One of the biggest question marks was recruiting. This year's crop of freshmen is an unknown quantity. Ryan Wenger, out of Novelty, Ohio, has had no problems making the transition from high school to college tennis. He is 5-3 in singles action, with all of his losses coming in three set matches. In his last match, he took Miami of Ohio's Lars Nordmark to match point before losing 6-4, 6-2, 7-6. Wenger has helped set a successful pace for the freshmen on the squad. His play, along with that of David Kuhlman and Paul Osland, has provided the extra spark the tennis team has needed to play on a higher level. It is only midseason and there are no guarantees, but Wenger has certainly overcome the freshmen anxiety that so often affects athletes.

"It has been a learning experience for me," said Wenger. "After jumping to a 5-0 start, last weekend really woke us up. I was also 5-0 before this weekend. Losing all three matches in the third set was tough, but I feel like it will help me in the long run. Right now our team's biggest weakness is the ability to pull out the close matches. That's partially due to the lack of experience that myself and the other freshmen have. As the year goes on, I will get some experience under pressure situations."

Coach Bayliss is impressed at how well Wenger has fit in and particularly how he handles adversity when it takes on the court.

"Ryan's got as good an attitude as I've ever seen," said Bayliss. "He's extremely positive yet intensely competitive which is a rare combination. He's got a very positive attitude and you can tell he enjoys playing out there. He'll be an outstanding backcourt. I see a lot of potential."

Bayliss also is optimistic about his team's chances today and tomorrow.

Last year, Colorado (2-6) beat the Boilermakers in a close 5-4 meet. Both teams are considered favorites over the Irish. Although many teams would still be drained from a tough weekend such as last weekend, Bayliss feels his Irish are upbeat and loose. The only injured Notre Dame player is junior Dave Reiter, who is out indefinitely due to a foot injury.

Freshman surprise

Wenger key to Irish tennis

By GEORGE TRAVERS
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's tennis team continues its thirteenth game home stand this week as they play host to Purdue today at 3:00 and Colorado on Thursday at 5:00. All action will take place at the Eck Tennis Pavilion.

A frustrating weekend, in which the Irish lost badly to three of the top schools in the country, the team looks to return to the winning form it possessed earlier in the season. Despite these defeats, Notre Dame men's tennis is a sport on the rise. The team is playing as a cohesive unit due to a number of factors. Senior Captain Dan Walsh is becoming an exceptional motivator, and number-one singles player Brian Kalbas is playing at a level known only to the best in college tennis. Probably one of the most pleasant surprises has been the contribution made by Kalbas, led by Ryan Wenger.

When first-year head coach Bob Bayliss came to Notre Dame, he knew he had a solid squad of returning players. One of the biggest question marks was recruiting. This year's crop of freshmen is an unknown quantity. Ryan Wenger, out of Novelty, Ohio, has had no problems making the transition from high school to college tennis. He is 5-3 in singles action, with all of his losses coming in three set matches. In his last match, he took Miami of Ohio's Lars Nordmark to match point before losing 6-4, 6-2, 7-6. Wenger has helped set a successful pace for the freshmen on the squad. His play, along with that of David Kuhlman and Paul Osland, has provided the extra spark the tennis team has needed to play on a higher level. It is only midseason and there are no guarantees, but Wenger has certainly overcome the freshmen anxiety that so often affects athletes.

"It has been a learning experience for me," said Wenger. "After jumping to a 5-0 start, last weekend really woke us up. I was also 5-0 before this weekend. Losing all three matches in the third set was tough, but I feel like it will help me in the long run. Right now our team's biggest weakness is the ability to pull out the close matches. That's partially due to the lack of experience that myself and the other freshmen have. As the year goes on, I will get some experience under pressure situations."

Coach Bayliss is impressed at how well Wenger has fit in and particularly how he handles adversity when it takes on the court.

"Ryan's got as good an attitude as I've ever seen," said Bayliss. "He's extremely positive yet intensely competitive which is a rare combination. He's got a very positive attitude and you can tell he enjoys playing out there. He'll be an outstanding backcourt. I see a lot of potential."

Bayliss also is optimistic about his team's chances today and tomorrow.

Last year, Colorado (2-6) beat the Boilermakers in a close 5-4 meet. Both teams are considered favorites over the Irish. Although many teams would still be drained from a tough weekend such as last weekend, Bayliss feels his Irish are upbeat and loose. The only injured Notre Dame player is junior Dave Reiter, who is out indefinitely due to a foot injury.

Singleton continued from page 16

worry about the little things that you never worried about in high school," adds Singleton. "Things like learning not to turn your head and get beat by your man on defense, things like boxing out. Little things like that are what count in college basketball."

While he works on those little things, Rivers' heir-apparent is giving Irish fans a glimpse of the future with some impressive outings. Monday against Creighton, Singleton showed the most of his little time on the court (six minutes) to tally five consecutive steals.

"Our MVP tonight was Timmy Singleton," said Phelps after the game. "I think that was the birth of Singleton's confidence. He did some things for us to get the lead that made it impossible for them to come back."

Just a week earlier against Rutgers he earned his first start in place of an injured Rivers and dished out 12 assists. Against UCLA on Valentine's Day, Singleton found himself in an unusual situation for any Notre Dame player over the past four years--replacing Rivers in the team's starting five.

The NBC cameras, a national audience and the Bruins' own star guard, Pooh Richardson, were watching to see if the 6-foot freshman guard would fold. What they didn't know about was Singleton's quiet confidence which says "I can do the job as well as anybody." "No doubt about it--anybody," says Singleton. "I go up against David everyday and I know David is the top point guard in the country, so I feel I can play against anybody in the nation." Tim Singleton has come a long way from the New Orleans' playground leagues, where he practiced jump shots until they were hidden by early evening shadows. Now he faces basketball under another shadow, the college lights.

But he knows his moment in the sun is not far away.

"I know my time will come," says Singleton. "When it does, I'll be ready."
Olympics a Soviet Bloc party

Associated Press

CALGARY-Flying Finn Matti Nykanen and Frank-Peter Roetsch of East Ger­many each added a double jumping gold medalist, while B&B spun a nullity dance to victory at the Winter Olympics yesterday.

The victory was the close­st the Soviet Union, won the 1987 world ski jumping championship, with Be­ stemianova displaying a wide range of theatrical expres­sions, B&B skated to an easy victory over Soviets Martina Klímov and Sergei Ponomarenko. Tracy Wilson and Robert McColl of Canada won the bronze.

The volatile Matti Nukes, who already won the 70-meter jump, won the 90 with a hill record jump of 118,5 meters, becoming the first double jumping gold medalist at an Olympic Games.

"I knew I'd won after the first jump," said Nykanen, who won 90, 96 and Sarajevo four years ago and can get a third this time in the 90-meter title, starting Wednesday.

Roetsch won the 10-kilometer biathlon, adding that gold to his 20k victory, staging the first Olympic sweep of the two indi­vidual biathlon events. Soviets finished 2-3.

"The relay, we'll drink much more beer," Roetsch said, looking forward to the prospect of a third gold medal. "Hopefully, we'll have a reason to celebrate."

Speed skater Yvonne van Gennip of Holland won the wo­men's 3,000-meter race in world-record time, and East German­ians finished 2-3. Karin Kanter of East Germany made a painful bid to become the most successful woman speed skater in Olympic history, but she finished more than six seconds behind van Gennip and in fourth.

"Yesterday, Bonnie Blair beat them," said van Gennip of the East Germans. "I said to her, 'I'll try tomorrow.' So I did."

The Soviets now have a lead­ing 22 medals, East Ger­many 17. The Soviets have eight golds to seven for East Germany, and the two countries have won 39 of 96 medals offered so far. Karina, a bronze medalist to

NVA sets deadlines

Special to The Observer

Non-varsity athletics has an­nounced the following entry deadlines:

Today:
- Lacrosse tournament. En­ter by halls. Roster minimum is 15 players, maximum is 25. A $25 entry is due with rosters.
- Cross-country ski meet.
- Sneaker brounch. a one day open tournament will be held March 5 at the JACC ice rink.
- NVA also has pledge cards available for the Century Club until March 2. Members fill out a pledge card at NVA, pay $400 per aerobic activity, choose a goal to work toward and complete a log. Campers receive $400 per aerobic activity, choose a goal to work toward and complete a log. Campers receive 25 points awarded for working out.
- Proof of insurance is re­quired for all contact and non-contact sports. Forms and more information are avail­able in the NVA office.

Students, faculty and staff may rent cross-country ski equipment from NVA, Thursday through Sunday at the Rockne Memorial, inside the golf pro shop entrance. Check outs are available from 4-5:30 p.m. Thursday-Saturday and 12-1 p.m. Saturday. Check in takes place 4:30-5:30 p.m. Friday-Sunday and 12-1 p.m. Saturday.

Rates are $3 overnight, $5 for two nights, $6 for three nights and $2 for Saturday noon-5:30 p.m.

The Joyce center weight room is available for student use. The hours are: 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 6:30-10:30 p.m. Mon­day through Friday and 1-4 p.m. Sunday.

Olympics a Soviet Bloc party

Reid Edward A. Malloy will receive the silver anniversary award of the National Association of Basket­ball Coaches of the United States. The award, which is cosponsored by the Balfour Company, goes to a former basketball player who has distinguished himself in later years.

The Women's Soccer Club will have practice tonight for anyone interested in participating in the Saint MARY's indoor tournament Saturday. Meet at the Loftus Center. Questions, call Susan at 641-4.

Rugby Club practice continues tonight from 5:30-7 p.m. in the Loftus Center. Old and new players are reminded that the first match is a week from Saturday, March 5.

The Squash Club will practice tonight at 7 p.m. at JACC Courts 1 and 2. All players should remember to bring $10 to cover expenses for the March 5 while match ball at Michigan.

No. 1 Temple edged West Virginia 62-61 Tuesday night at Morgantown, W.Va., on Mike Veeswyk's two free throws with just 2.7 seconds left. The victory clinched the Owl's second straight Atlantic 10 regular-season title. Veeswyk scored 22 points, including 5 three-pointers. Temple is now 25-1, 15-0 in the conference.

The Blue Line Club is sponsoring a trip to Lake Forest Friday, February 26. The bus leaves at 1 p.m. and returns at 1 a.m. (after game). Cost is $17, $15 for club members.

Once again the Notre Dame Alumni Association will be accepting nominations from February 19 to February 28 for their annual Distinguished Student Award. The Distinguished Student Award was created to honor an outstanding senior student at the University based on the following criteria:

1. Service to Notre Dame
2. Service to the Community
3. Good Academic Standing

Applications can be obtained at the Alumni Association office (2nd floor of the Administration Building), University Ministry offices (Budin Hall & Memorial Library), and the Center for Social Concerns.

Nominations must be submitted to the Alumni Association by February 29th.

Sports Briefs

Bookstore

continued from page 16

Half the fun of Bookstore is the names. Dukies can have their own at Blue Devils' games. Purdue can have its Nude Olympics. We've got Bookstore Basketball and there is no col­lege in the nation which has a basketball tournament even close to it in talent or tradition. Bookstore players of years past may forget that they lost 21-5 in the first round, but they'll remember their team name for years.

The challenge is to keep the name creative without getting out of hand. So be creative, clever, and funny, but don't be offensive or you'll probably get turned away at the registration desk.

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

THE CLUB

Wednesday

DOLLAR IMPORTS!
BAR DRINKS
THURSDAY
75¢ DRAFT
75¢ JUICE/ SODA
75¢ FRIDAY LUNCH
OPEN NOON-2 P.M.
LENTEN LUNCH SPECIALS
21 I.D. REQUIRED

THE ALUMNI

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
APPLICATION FORMS MAY BE PICKED
UP AT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES,
THIRD FLOOR LaFORTUNE
APPLICANTS MUST BE 21 BY SEPT. 1, 1988
DEADLINE IS MARCH 11, 1988

DISTINGUISHED STUDENT AWARD
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
THE OBSEVER
Wednesday
12:10 p.m. Closed Meeting of Alcoholics Anonymous, Holy Cross House.
12:15 p.m. SMC Center for Spirituality of Grace Lecture, Dr. Ann Clark
on learning, Stapleton Lounge.
3 p.m. Tennis vs. Purdue, Eck Tennis Pavilion.
4 p.m. English Dept. Lecture, "Strategies of Silence and Speech in the Wife of Bath's Recital," by Prof. Shiela Delany, Simon Fraser University, Canada, Library lounge.
4:30 p.m. Physics Colloquium, "Optical Properties of Semiconductor Microstructures: Confining the Exiton," by Kathy Kash, Bell Communications Research, Room 118 Nieuwland Science Hall.
6:45 p.m. SMC Sexuality Education Council and SMC Peacemakers Lecture, "Sexuality: On Being Gay," by Patricia Rissmeyer and Mary Feeley, SMC, Stapleton Lounge.
7 p.m. American Society of Civil Engineers presents Career Night with Dr. Lloyd Ketchum, Montgomery Theatre, LaFortune Student Center.
7:30 p.m. Sophomore Literary Festival presents John Engels, Hesburgh Library.
7:30 p.m. Anti Apartheid Network presents Poetry from South Africa, by Palesa Makhele, Soweto and Goshen College, Room 131 Decio Faculty Hall.
7:30 p.m. Natural Family Planning Class Lecture part I, by Janey Bettcher, Executive Director of the South Bend National Family Planning Program, Room 220 Hayes-Healy Center.
7:30 p.m. Tennis vs. Purdue, Eck Tennis Pavilion.
8 p.m. Sophomore Literary Festival presents John Engels, Hesburgh Library Auditorium.
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The Daily Crossword

ACROSS
1. Mine or King
5. Oswald
9. South Pole
13. Banishment
14. Orlando song
15. Get.
16. Stop for cruise ships
18. Decar winner
19. Possessions
20. Give the right
22. Mother of Two
24. Thomas the Stockbroker
25. Khan
26. Best of films
30. Adjust the clock
33. Mention
36. Decorous
38. Movie dog
39. Board game
41. A Johnson
42. Facing toward a glacier
44. Fill nautically
46. Inward
48. Whit
49. "— a jolly good..."
50. Creeks
52. Somme
53. Earth circle
54. Somme
56. Condition
57. Tiel
58. Small Eng. sheep
59. "Kiss Me —"
61. Within: pref.
62. Magnani and Karadina
63. Within: pref.
64. Macaw
65. Be in store for
66. Special person
67. River in song
68. Measure
69. Religious contribution
70. Down

DOWN
1. Cuts down contribution
2. Roster
3. Church part
4. "— rain nor
5. Deranged
6. Be in store for
7. River in song
8. Be in store for
9. Religious contribution
10. NY waterway
11. Shark
12. Author Hunter
13. Shark
14. Relocating
15. Snake
16. Shark
17. Shark
18. Shark
19. Shark
20. Shark
21. Shark
22. Shark
23. Shark
24. Shark
25. Shark
26. Shark
27. Shark
28. Shark
29. Shark
30. Shark
31. Shark
32. Shark
33. Shark
34. Shark
35. Shark
36. Shark
37. Shark
38. Shark
39. Shark
40. Shark
41. Shark
42. Shark
43. Shark
44. Shark
45. Shark
46. Shark
47. Shark
48. Shark
49. Shark
50. Shark
51. Shark
52. Shark
53. Shark
54. Shark
55. Shark
56. Shark
57. Shark
58. Shark
59. Shark
60. Shark
61. Shark
62. Shark
63. Shark
64. Shark
65. Shark
66. Shark
67. Shark
68. Shark
69. Shark
70. Shark

60 Desires
59 Appear
29 Land
28 Best of films
27 River in song
26 Beau —
25 Macaws
24 Thomas the Stockbroker
23 Magnani and Karadina
22 Mother of Two
21 Adherents: suff.
20 Gave the right
19 Possessions
18 Oscar winner
17 Necessary
16 Within: pref.
15 Karenina
14 Oratorio song
13 Ram's dam
12 Macaw
11 Value
10 Jannah of Spring
9 Guiding light
8 Wine expert
7 Mortgages
6 Border lake
5 Dissolve
4 Church part
3 Church part
2 Roster
1 Cuts down contribution
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The Far Side

Gary Larson

"Just look at this room —
body segments everywhere!"
Morrissey, Sorin upset in men's II playoffs

By BOB MITCHELL
Sports Writer

Sometimes things work out the way they're supposed to and sometimes they don't. This legendary saying best characterizes the men's Interhall basketball playoffs so far. The playoffs have been the setting for a series of upsets as well as lopsided victories.

In the A league, the Stanford A-1 squad, which was 7-0 in the regular season, confidently defeated Holy Cross (5-2), 50-40. The Studs opened up the game in the second half with a wide-open offense and a stingy defense. Stanford capitalized on the outstanding play of John Wassel and Dan Niedermeyer. "John Wassel dominated the offensive and defensive boards throughout the entire game," said coach Al Martin. "He came through in the clutch and that is the most important thing."

"Dan Niedermeyer is the point guard and he is our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.

The game followed its script. Stanford captured the opening point, hit 15 of 24 shots and never looked back. Stanford's impressive victory was headed by Stanford's head coach A1 Martin. "He said coach A1 Martin. "He came through in the clutch and was our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.

In perhaps what is the biggest upset of the playoffs to date, Keenan A-2 stunned the previously undefeated Morrissey team. Keenan utilized its "steel curtain" defense to shut down the Marisors. Keenan's coach stated that this was the most important thing. "Dan Niedermeyer is the point guard and he is our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.

In the A league, the Stanford A-1 squad, which was 7-0 in the regular season, confidently defeated Holy Cross (5-2), 50-40. The Studs opened up the game in the second half with a wide-open offense and a stingy defense. Stanford capitalized on the outstanding play of John Wassel and Dan Niedermeyer. "John Wassel dominated the offensive and defensive boards throughout the entire game," said coach Al Martin. "He came through in the clutch and that is the most important thing."

"Dan Niedermeyer is the point guard and he is our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.

In perhaps what is the biggest upset of the playoffs to date, Keenan A-2 stunned the previously undefeated Morrissey team. Keenan utilized its "steel curtain" defense to shut down the Marisors. Keenan's coach stated that this was the most important thing. "Dan Niedermeyer is the point guard and he is our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.

In perhaps what is the biggest upset of the playoffs to date, Keenan A-2 stunned the previously undefeated Morrissey team. Keenan utilized its "steel curtain" defense to shut down the Marisors. Keenan's coach stated that this was the most important thing. "Dan Niedermeyer is the point guard and he is our leader. He hit key free throws for us down the stretch." Stanford exhibited exceptional quickness coupled with discipline that enabled them to down the Hogs. They also bowed down Dean Smith's four-corners offense to seal the victory.